
Waterflood Reservoir 
Engineering

Its Past and Present Significance



Darcy’s 
Experiment-
Single Phase 
(Water) Flow



Oil Flow Problems are Multi-phase
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1 = 𝑆! + 𝑆" + 𝑆#
The Oil Producers Goal is to minimize 𝑆! at walk away

Only way is to increase 𝑆" and/or 𝑆#
Stop Thinking about Recovery % OOIP 

What Matters is Δ𝑆!



Relative 
Permeability 
for Oil Water 

System



In the 
Beginning 

(1942)



The 
Fractional 

Flow 
Curve



Schematic of Fractional Flow



Welge Tangent Construction



The Fractional Flow Curve is the Rosetta 
Stone of Waterflood Reservoir Engineering

𝑁$ = 7758
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What is it? Development or 
Acceleration?



The Only Injector With the Potential to Not 
Cause Recovery Loss is the Acquifer Injector 



Did the 2005 Debate Get Squashed- Forever? 
Or Did it Just Get Delayed?

June 2005

March 2005



Twilight in the Desert- OH MY GOD
• The massive water injection programs that began decades ago will finally sweep 

all the easily mobilized oil into producing wellbores. This endgame will play out in 
all the mainstay giant and super-giant oilfields. Once these events arrive, all of the 
reservoirs that made Saudi Arabia the world’s “Oil Superpower” will still have a 
great deal of oil left. What will have disappeared is their driving energy, the “fizz” 
in the soda bottle’s water. When the reservoir pressure drops below “bubble point” 
in each key field, the gas dissolved in the oil will immediately begin to emerge from 
the oil solution and create a gas cap at the top of the reservoir. As this gas 
separates from the oil and reservoir pressure continues to fall, the flow of oil and 
water into the wellbores decreases progressively. Regardless of an oilfield’s size, 
when its reservoir pressures breach bubble point, they tend to quickly head to their 
dew point. Once dew point pressure is reached, oil ceases to freely flow out of the 
wellbore. At dew point, there is no reservoir pressure left to keep oil, water and 
natural gas separated, and the enormous volumes of oil left behind in the reservoir 
start to commingle with the underlying water at the bottom. At this point, it is no 
longer easy to create high oil flows in Saudi Arabia. It is a scenario that will soon 
become reality as Aramco invokes “fuzzy logic” in an attempt to ward off the 
inevitable decline. In some respects, it has already begun.



Fifteen Years Ago-Fractional Flow/ Saudi 
Arabia’s Extremely Low Water Cut of 35%



Production from Wet Areas in a 400’ Thick Pay Zone- The Tail of the 
Fractional Flow Curve



Open Scientific Debate on the Level of Reserves



More Fractional Flow Curves



The 
Fractional 

Flow Curve-
Can We 

Control It?



C-
compressibility 



The Problem is- Your 
Project Likely Won’t be 
Incompressible- Nor will 
it be “Single Layer”-
Difficulties Arise Which 
are the Purpose of 
Reservoir Simulation


